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FORWARD

This document presents a procedure for calculating and documenting in

an environmental impact statement or negative declaration the maximum

A-welghted sound level (in units of A-welghted decibels or dBA) for

single aircraft operations at specified noise-sensitlve locations in the

vicinity of civil airports. The procedure will enable Air Traffic and

Flight Standards personnel to calculate the maximum A-welghted sound level

resulting from an aircraft takeoff or landing at any specified ground lo-

cation in the vicinity of an airport. The procedure is relatively simple

and straightforward. It has been developed to assist agency personnel is

complying with the requirements of F_ Order 1050.1B, Policies and Procedures

for Conslderln S Environmental Impacts, paragraph 324b(2)(b). This gnidssee

material includes aircraft flight profile information by aircraft type and

mode of operation, and peak noise level as a function of slant range to the

aircraft.

This procedure is net intended for devsloplng noise contours around an

enctre airport or for ealculatlng the maximum sound level at numerous

points. If noise contours over a considerable area are needed, or if the

airport in question has high aircraft activity, especially numerous turbo-

Jet operations, or flight tracks, it will be more prudent to use the FAA

J computer model - The Integrated Noise _lodel,

i This document also includes an appendi_ that dlscess_s the impact of noise

on people and case studies for Air Traffic and Flight Standards personnel.



The case ._.4£_e_ alon 8 with the appendix, represent examples of the

d0eamen_atlon that could be _ncluded as the noise section of an environ-

mental impact statement or ne@at_ve de_laratlon. Actions which require

an environmental impact statement., negative declaration, or environmental

+assess_et are listed in FAA Order I050.1B, Appendix 3, paragraph 4 for

Air Traffic, and Appendix 4, paragraph 4 for Plight Standards. Requirements ,ii
+,

for a noise analysis are found in _aragraph 324 of the order. _
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CALCULATION OF THE MAXIMUM A-WEIGHTED

SOUND LEVEL AT A POINT

The basic problem to be solved is illustrated in Figure i for the simple

case of an identified nolse-sensltlve area (i.e., residential housing)

exposed to noise from takeoffs of a single type of aircraft. To determine

the maximum A-welghted sound level _In units of dHA) at the nolse-sensltlve

area, one must be able to locate the airport runway and flight path with

respect to _he nolse-sensltlve area, and be able to identify the type of

aircraft, the type of opera,ion, and the closesc point of approach between

the aircraft and the nolse-sensltlve area. Essentially, one will he

calculating the slant rahge distance "g" of the right triangle with legs

"h I'and "D." The Profile Charts included in this guldance material pro-

vide aircraft flight profile information by aircraft type and operational

mode. The Profile Chart provides the altltude value for h. The distance

D2 is detez_Ined by measuring _ho perpendicular or closest dlstasce (D2)

between flight track on the ground and the nolse-sensitlve area. The

value for S is determined by the followln s equation:

S (h)2 + (D2)2

': Once the slant distance g is calculated, one can determine the maximum

sound level in dBA at the nolse-sensltive area with the use of the Noise

Tables. The Noise Tables provide maximum sound levels by aircraft type

and mode of operation as a fusctlon of slant range distance. However,

field noise measurements and monitoring can be used for the assessments

or to validato theoregieal computations. The theoretical valuss

L
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are most useful for comparing changes in noise levels from FAA actions,

but may not be accurate in predicting absolute noise levels.

Sample Problem - Calculate the maximum sound level in dSA at the land

parcel shown in Figure 1 for the takeoff of a Boeing 727 with a trip length

of 450 NM.

CALCULATION PROCEDURE

i. Determine the configuration and length of airport runway(s) and

the ioca_ios of noise sensitive areas is relation to the runway(s).

• i

For the sample problem, we will assume the length of the runway _

to be 8000 feet.

Local FAApersonnel, airport management and FAAairpork district and

regional personnel will have current information concerning airpo-z_

ranways$ flight track uss_ noise sensitive land user and land use i

planning. Airports are also shown on Coast and Geodetic Survey (CA GS)

maps and U.S. Geological Survey maps. These maps can be obtained easily

and are at a scale which will permit the noise-sensitlve aroas to ba

located relative to the airport. It is recommended that the air_ort

information on these maps be verified to assure that it is current. Assess-

ments should be consistent with prior FAA data, plans or assumptions

regarding noise at a parti0ular airport, or inconsistencies explained.

2. Determine the location of the major flight tracks over the ground, and

the distances DI, D2 and h (Figure I).

The aircraft flight track must be 10cared to determine actual

distances from the noise sensitive area to the aircraft in flight.

Once the track has been located, the distances Pl, D2 and h can

be determined.

4



For takeof.fs,, shown in Figure i, gl is the distance along the

flight track from the smart of takeoff roll or brake release to

a perpendicular drawn from the flight track to the noise sensitive

area under consideration. D2 is the distance along the perpendicular

drawn from the flight track to the noise sensitive area. The

distance h is the altitude of the alrcraf_ where D1 and D2 meet.

For landing, as shown in Figure 2, D1 is _he distance along the

flight track from the landing threshold to the perpendicular drawn

from the flight track to the noise sensitive area. D2 is the

" distance along this perpendicular from the flight track to the noise

sensitive area. The distance h is the aircraft altitude. The

A landing threshold for most runways coincides with the physical end

of the runway. However, at some airports the landing threshold is
tt

displaced along the runway. The presence of a displaced threshold

can be verified by airport management, the FAA tower or the FAA

airport district and regional office. A dlsmlaced threshold will not

he shown on Coast and Geodetic Survey maps or U.S. Geoloaical Survey

maps. A disDlaced threshold will increase the distances for D1 and h.

Unfortunately, aircraft do not _ollow precisely established flight

tr_cks or climb profiles. The actual' flight tracks fan out from the

established flight track as alrcraZt get further from the airport. The

! turning point of one type of aircraft will not necessarily be representative

of the mean flight track. The FAA tower, airport operations personnel or

visual observations may help verify flight track or cll_b profile

information.
i
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For the sample problem, we assume the value of Dl to be'21,000 feet.

From the Profile Charts, the altitude (h) efa B-727 that is 21,000

feet from brake release (DI) is app_oxlmstely 19_0 feet. Note that

Profile A for the B-727 was selected (0-500 N_I).

For the sample problem, we assume the value of D2 to be 2000 feet,

S, Determine the slant range dls_asce from the alreraft in flight to the

nolse sensitlve area(s). A small electronic calculator simplifies this ,i

ealeulstloe greatly.

The slsnt range distance is determined by the following formula:

S = w/(h)a + (D2)2 = x/(1930)2 + (2000) 2 = 2779 feet

S = 2779'

4. Determine the maximum sound level (in dBA) for the distance S.

Locate the 727 in the Nolse Tables. The slant range dlscance can be

found o, the left side of the table and the dBA valses for takeoff and

landlng under the thrust levels (Table 6).

BM intetpolatlon, the maximum sound level for a slant range of

2779 fset is approximately 85 dBA. Note that the value under Ehe

10,000 lb. thrust level was selected because the airgrsf_ is above

1500 feet altltude.

6



Thereford, the maximum sound level in dBA of a departing 727 at the

noise sensitive area is 85 dBA. Consult the section on Impact of

Noise on People for a discussion of the interpretation of this sound level.

0hviously, the above simplified calculation procedure involves a number

of approximations (i.e.: ongino thrust settings, interpolations for

s_ant distance, broad categories of aircraft gross weight, as represented

by trip length). In addition, the procedure does not consider posslhle

shielding of the sound from one or more of an aircraft's engines (when

the aircraft is viewed from the side) or excess ground attenuation at

lower angles of elevation (tan g = h/D2). Thus, in general, sound

level values calculated by this procedure are conservative (possibly

hlgher than actual).

This simplified procedure also assumes that tha points on the ground,

for which maximum sound levels are calculated, lie in the same hori-

zontal plane as the airport. Differences in height can be included

easily by adjusting the altitude h of an aircrafL at its closest point

of approach for the difference between airport altitude and altitude of

the noise-sensltive area being considered.

7
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I ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR A NOISE ANALYSIS

I. Determine the FliKht Track Utilization:

Track utilization is defined as the proportion of operations in

each direction along the flight track. Takeoff direction may well

reverse during different periods of the day or year due to cban_es

in wind direction or traffic needs. The flight track may differ

for takeoff and landing operations. For example, the landing track ;_

will be straight in to the runway while the takeoff track may

involve a turn after liftoff. Information on flight track utilization

may be provided by the airport proprietor, FAA tower or traffic personnel,

or FAA airports offices. Where detailed records are not available, esti-

mates of track utilization may be obtained by studying wind rose infor_%tion.
i

Need for flight track information will be demonstrated in examples

to follow.

"[ 2. Determine the approximate distribution of operations for day (7:00

a.m. - 7:00 p.m.),evening (7:00 p.m. - i0:00 p.m.),and night (10:00

p.m. - 7:00 a.m.i periods, local t_me.

The average number of operations per day and the distribution

during the day should be determined for each aircraft class under

conslderaflon, or for the _'critie_l" noise aircraft, For most purposes,

the number of operations over a one-year period may be used as the

basis for determining the average number per day. In some cases,

one may consldar the aircraft activity levels for different



times of 'the year when pronounced changes in aircraft operations

occur during different seasons.

lnfomation on aircraft operations may be obtained from the Official

Airline Guide, FAA tower personnel, airport personnel, or the airport

proprietor.

The need for this information will be demonstrated in examples to

follow.

3. Scope of Analysis with Different Classes of Aircraft.

The flight profile and noise tables included in this document

represent most classes of aircraft. If Jet operations represent

greater than five percent of total operations, only Jets need to be

considered. A possible exception to this would be the case where a

Jet is replacing a pisto n type aircraft and one desires to quantify

the noise impact before and after the introduction of the jets.

Several different models of a particular class of aircraft (e.g.:

727-I00s, 727T200s) may operate from the same airport. For the

purposes of these calculations, all models of a class of aircraft

are consldered identical.

<



DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS 0UIDANCE MATERIAL

1. Nolse-Sensitive Area - Noise-sensltlve areas may include residential

neighborhoods, educational, health, and religious structures and

sites and outdoor recreational, cultural, and historic sites. A

nolse-sensltlve area is generally defined as one in which aircraft

noise may interfere with the normal activities associated with 1*se

of the land. Whether noise interferes with a particular use depends 'i

upon the level of noise exposure received and the type of activities

involved. A site which is unacceptable for eutside use may be

acceptabl 9 for use inside a structure, if adequate noise attenuation !

features are built into that structure. Other areas may be noise i

sensitive, such as wildlife nesting areas or habitats.

2. Decibel (dB) - One tenth of a Bel. Sound is measured in decibels.

The zero on the decibel scale is based on the lowest sound level

that the healthy, unimpaired human ear can detect. Decibels are not

linear units, but are logarithmic. Thus, 100 decibels represent

iO billion times as much acoustic energy as one decibel.

S. Maximum A-Weighted Sound Level - The highest value in decibels, which

is read from a sound-level meter, when the meter is switched to its

weighting scale labeled "A". The value approximately measures the

relative noisiness or annoyance level of many common sounds. (The

human ear is less efficient at low and higb sound frequencies than

at medium or speech-range frequencies. In order to obtain a single

i0



number for the level of a noise containing a wide range of frequen-

cies, in a manner which represents the ear's response, it is

necessary to reduce or weight the effects of the low and high

frequencies with respect to the medium frequencies. The resultant

sound level is said to be A-welghted, is units of A-weighted decibels,

or dBA).

i 4. Sound Level Meter - An instrument, comprising a microphone, an

_i amplifier, an output meter, and frequency-welghtlng networks, used

for the measurement of noise and sound levels.

) 5. Ambient Noise - The totality of noise in a given place and time -

!" usually a composite of sounds from varying sources at varying

,i distances.

6. Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) - A calculated measure

designed to estimate more precisely the effective "noisiness" of

h
a single nois_ event, usually an aircraft flyover; taking into account

corrections for pure tones and for the duration of the noise.

{
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IMPACT OF NOISE ON PEOPLE

The term "noise" is defined by most people as unwanted sound. How

people evaluate or Judge the noisiness of a given sound depends on the

physical characteristics of that sound and their aggregate emotional

response to it.

Physical Characteristics of Sound: _.

Physically, sound is a fluctuation in atmospheric pressure caused by '_
,i

disturbances which move through the air something llke the ripples from i

i a pebble dropped into a pond. Factors that make up the physical character-

i istdcs of sound include:

i. Intensity i

2, Pitch (or frequency)

3. Time pattern (duratlon_ repetltdon, end time of day)

Intensity end Pitch:

The intensity of a sound (or sound pressure level) is the r_latlve

amount of sound ensrgy radiating past s given point.

The intensity of sounds which are audible by the ear is commonly measured

in decibels (abbreviated dB). On tile4ecibel scale, 0 corresponds

to the lowest sound level that the healthy, unlmpalred human ear can detect.

12



However_ithls scale is logarithmic, and decibels are not like linear

units such as miles or pounds. Each increase of i0 dB means that the

acoustical energy is multiplied by i0. This means that a sound of 70 dg

is lO times as intense as 60 dB, i00 times as intense as 50 dB, and 1,000

times as intense as 40 dB.

The relative "loudness" of sounds, however, as perceived by the human

ear, does no___!_closely match the actual relative amounts of sound energy.

For example, while 70 dB is physically i0 times as intense as 60 dg,

listeners will tend to Judge it as only twice as "loud."

The pitch (or frequency) of a sound depends on _he relative rapidity of

the vibrations by which it is produced. In a low-pltched tone the sound

waves are repeated rather slowly, while is a hlgh-pltched one the sound

waves are repeated rapidly. Pitch is measured in cycles per second (called

Hertz or Hz). Although pure-tone sounds contain only one frequency, most

sounds are a mixture of different frequencies. Sound with a wide, random

range of pitches is called "broad-baud."

Although the human ear can hear frequencies as low as 20 Hz and as high

as 15,000 Hz, it does not hear them all equally well. This means that

people may assign different "loudnesses" to two sounds having identical

intensities hut widely differing frequencies. To compensate for this

tendency, various adaptations of the basic decibel scale have been

13



devised. The most widely used is _he "A-weighted sound pressure level",

which is measured in A-welghted decibels -- or dgA. This measurement

can be made directly by standard sound level meters, which electronically

weight the sound intensities at different frequency ranges so as to

discriminate against those ranges which the ear hears less well.

Table i lists some typical examples of sound in dBA. _ts righthand

column suggests how people will tend to judge the relative

"loudness" of these sounds.

Time Patter_:

Sounds also differ in temporal patterns. A sound may be short or long-

lasting, it may be steady, repetitive, or intermittent, and it may occur

during the busy day or the quietness of nighttime.

Over any given time period, the overall sound level constantly fluctuates

as various individual noise events occur. This can be illustrated, as

in Figure 3, by a continuous graphic level recording analogous to those

used with seismographs. Figure 3 also illustrates the way individual

noise peaks tend to be superimposed over a residual or ambient noise

level,._hleh is more or less stable at any given location at any given

hour. This residual level can be described as t|le sound whlch is the

pervasive sound level remaining after all identifiable Individual

sounds are eliminated.

14



FIGURE 3

TWO SAMPLES OF OUTDOOR NOISE

IN A NORMAL SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOOD
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Sharp increases %_nund pressure level above the smblent level, especially
i

i soued levels reaching a high peak very abruptly, are usually perceivedr
to be very annoying.

Emotional Response to Sound:

In addition to the physical characteristics of sound, people evaluate or

Judge the noisiness of a given sound by their aggregate emotional

response to it. Research in psychoacoustlcs has revealed that an

individual's attitudes,, beliefs and values may greatly influence the

degree to which a person considers a given sousd annoying.

The aggregate emotional response of an individual has been found to

depend on:

a. Feelings about the necessity or preventability of the noise.

If people feel that their needs and concerns are being ignored,

they are more likely to feel hostility towards the noise.

This feeling of heing alienated or of being ignored and abused

is the root of many human annoyance reactions. If people feel

that those creating the noise care about their welfare and ere

doing what they can to mitigate the noise, they are usually

more tolerant of the noise and are willing and able to accommodate

higher noise l_vels.

b. Judgment of the importance and of the value of the primary

function of the activity which is producing the noise.

ig !



c. , Activity at the time an individual hears a nolse and the

disturbance experienced as a result of the noise intrusion.

} An individual's sleep, rest and relaxation have been found to

i
be more easily disrupted by noise than his communication and

<

:_ entertainmentactivities,

d, Attitudes about environment. The existence of undesirable

features in a person's residential environment will influence

the way in which he reacts to a particular intrusion.

e. General sensitivity =o noise. People vary in their ability to

hear sound, their physiological predisposition to noise and

their emotional experience of annoyance to a given noise.

f. Belief concerning the effect of noise on health,

g. Feeling of fear associated with the noise. For instance, the

extent to which an individual fears physical harm from the

source of the noise will affect his attitude toward the

noise,

The existence of these many physical and emotional variables makes it

impossible to predict accurately how any one individual will respond to
rl

a given noise, However, considering the community as a whole, trends
i

I emerge which relate noise to annoyance.
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TABLE 1

SOUND LEVELS (dBA) AND LOUDNESS OF ILLUSTRATIVE NOISES

i IN INDOOR AND OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENTSi

I

Sound Levels and Loudness of Illustrative NoMes In Indoor and Outdoor Env]ronmonts

(A.Scale Weighted Sound Levels )

dB(A) OVER,ALL LEVEL COMMUNITy HOME OR INDUSTRY I LOUDNESS
,Sound Pressure Level I (Human JudEmen Ot

130 ADDr°x' 00002 M¢lOba,) (Out_oo I (indoor) Different SOund Levers(
M_tilary Jet Aircrall Take.Off i

Wil_l After.Burner From !

t20 UNCOMFORTABLY Aircraft Carrier @ 50 ri, n3o] Oxy_e. Torch (121) '*20dE(A) 3_TImoRAs Loud

LOUD Turt::_Fan Aircraft _ T_ke,OIf

110 aock._J.g_ll Bane (108.114( lOdEtA) lg ImesAsLoud,
| iJet Fl_'Over@ I000 FI, O]

_0eln 707• DC,8 _, 6080 Ft.

8el_,o LandinR (106] I I i
100 VERY Ball J.2^ Hehcomer @ _00 FI, {leo] 100 dE(A) g Times As Loud i

LOUD Power t_ower (96) Newspaper Press (97) t IBOOthB 737, DC.9 O 6080 Ft•
Belote Landm K S

gO Me orcyc e @ 25 FI, 190) 91;)dB]A) 4 Times AS Loud
Food Blender 8a) [

, MI nil Moon n¢ 85

gO 1,45 MPH @ 100 Ft, (a3 S_rbaRe Dil_sal (80I gO dB(A) 2 Times As Loud

MODERATELY 65 MPH kP25 FZ, kivi.l[ ROOm MUSIC (76( i
LOUD

"i_,Au_l_. Vacuum Clear*or (70) 70 _ dg(A)70
/
I

gO Air COndllloning Unit @ 100 FI,(60) 60 dE A _ AS Loud

I

EO QUIET Large Transformar_ O 100 FL (riO) EO dE(A) t_ As Loud
/

81fd C_IIS 44)
Lower LlmJl

40 Urban ^mb _nl SOund(4DJ 40 dB(A) *_ AS Loud

1_j JUSToFTHRESHE_I_INGAUD[BLEoLDI [dS(A) Scale Interrupted] ]

Source: Melv£11e C. Branch, et at., Outdoor No£se and the Metropolitan

Envlronment, (Los Angeles: Department of City Planning, 1970), p. 2
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Table i llsts for different sound levels in dBA the loudness of illus-

trative noises in typical outdoor and indoor environments. Table 2

provides information on the noise reduction provided by a building,

Values selected from this table depend on the season of the year and

geographical location under consideration. As an example, a home with

storm windows located in Maine would offer a 25 dB noise reduction

during the winter. The same home may offer a i0 dB reduction in noise

during the summer if most of the windows are open. Table 3 provides

informatlon on the impact of increasing sound levels on speech. This

table provld_s outdoor interference levels. Indoor interference levels

can be determined by reducing the sound level in Table 3 by the amount of

noise reduction determined from Table 2.

J

The information provided in these tables along with an evaluation of the

characteristics of the community under consldera_ion should enable one

to predict reasonably well the community response to a given change in sound

level. The characteristics to consider for the community being studied

include:

a. Type of neighborhood - instances of annoyance, disturbances

and complaint associated with a particular noise exposure will

be greatest in rural areas, followed by suburban and urban

residential areas, and then esmmarclal and industrial areas in

decreasing order. The type of neighborhood may actually be

associated with one's expectations regarding noise. People

19



TABLE 2

NOISE }_DUCTION PROVIDRD BY A BUILDING

NOISE REDUCTION

DUE TO BUILDING

BUILDING TYPE WINDOW CONDITION STRUCTURE (dB)

ALL OPEN iO

LIGHT FRA_ ORDINARY SASH

CLOSED 20

WITH STORM WINDOWS 25

MASOHHY SINGLE GIAZED 25

DOUBLE GLAZED 35

ALTERNATIVE MEANS TO ESTIMATE REDUCTION INSIDE A BUILDING

_ PERCENT OF EXTERIOR WALL APPROXIMATE
HAVING OPEN WINDOWS NOISE REDUCTION

I% 17 clB

2% 14 dB

I 4% 11 dB

8% 8 dB

16% 5 dR

• 32% 2 dB
50% O dB

!
Sources Fundamentals and Abatement of Highway Traffic

Noise U.S. Department of Tcansporcation.

!



TABLE 3

SPEECH INTERFERENCE LEVELS

4O

TALKER TO LISTENER DISTANCE _N FEET

Source: Report to the President and Congress
on Noise - 1972.
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expect rural neighborhoods to be quieter than cities, Conse-

quently, a given noise exposure may produce greater negative

reaction in a rural area.

b. Time of day - several studies have indicated that noise

intrusions are considered more annoying in the early evening

and at night than during the day, because of about i0 dB lower

ambient levels m_ night and interference with sleep and TV watching. :_

c. Season - noise is considered moredlsturbing in the summer

than in the winter. This is understandable since windows are

likely to be open in the su_er and reereatlonal activities

take place out of doors.

d. Predictability of the noise - research has revealed that

indlvlduslS ezposed to unpredictable noise have a lower noise

tolerance than those exposed to predictable noise.

e. Control over the noise source - a person who has no control

over the noise source will be more annoyed than one who is

able to exercise some control.

f, Length of time an individual is exposed to a noise - there is

little evidence supporting the argument that annoyance resulting

from noise will decrease with continued exposure; rather_

under so_e circumstances_ annoyance may increase the longer

one is exposed.

22



Noise Descriptors:

There are two general methods available to dascrib_ noise impact resulting

from aircraft operations. The first involves those descriptors that

characterize a single event such as an aircraft takeoff or landing. The

second involves those descriptors that characterize the total noise impact of

numerous single events (e.g., takeoffs and landings over a 24-hour

period). This guidance material only considers the maximum sound level

of single aircraft events.

The individual noise events of most concern are genorated by aircraft

"flyovers" during takeoffs and landings. The typical flyover noise

signal may ba characterized in time as a "haystack" shaped graph (noise

level vs time) that rises from a lower ambient noise level and increases

_o a maximum over a period of senonds and then decreases to merge once

more with the background noise. This is depicted in Figure 4. This

document attempts to determine the max%mumsound level _n dBA for

individual _ircra_t events,

Differences in Ambient Sou)_dLevels Between Areas:

AS one would expect, there are enormous differences between the noise

patterns at different locations. Figure 5, taken from a national study,

shows percentile measurements of the daytime outdoor noise levels in a

sample of widely varying settings.

i
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FIGURE 5

DAYTIME OUTDOOR NOISE LEVELS FOUND IN 18 LOCATIONS RANGING BETWEEN THE

WILDERNESS.AND THE DOWNTOWN CITYf WITH SIGNIFICANT INTRUDING SOURCES NOTED I
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.%rc_FloorHlo;;te, Do_._wn L_ _.lel r r 1_ _ i

2.d FIc_r ?e.*'_e,B_ No_ ",'o,L CItl

Urban Shoppl.g Cenlor , _ .IL ,

Alrc,ah Land_n_
Urea. R.l_di.t;Q_ Near _*ioi Alw_rt _-- _L .

U_a. R_Id*nll.l N_, OCIQ.

S_burJ_anRmld_flal N,or R/RTmc_l

Urn. _mld*ntlal L - -+ -

M U,Wa_,Res;de._lol N_r S_aft Alr_. .... _ -- AIrc_oh Ta_mll

Old Rmldln_a] N_ar City Cent,r

SUh_. Ritld_tJal al City Outs$cllrl . A]t_roft Ore tl_[_1 f

S,r_lt To-- _*dd,nd.I C.I-ee-S_:

5moJjTo*'_ Ru;dBnt;ol _in &tr,et _ -- .M_I. _lrlef Ttc_h]¢

5ubudc,o. Rmld.n_lol In Hill Ca.yc,. _ -- C_on IrnJfl©

Q Fa_ Volley _ L_,nd, J

(_m.d Ca ._,_1, Nacth Rim I J I--$1ghfseeJno A_lcrnlt _0 _l_ce.f

[%9_ L_o "10,h
I I

I iData are arithmetic averages of the 12 hourly values in the daytime period (7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.) of the
levels which are exceeded 99, 90, 50, i0, and 1 per cent of the time.

Source: Wylo Laboratories (for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency), Co_unit_ Noise, (Washington: EPA)

1971,p. 18.



CASE STUDY - FLIGHT STANDARDS

Operating Specification for the Introduction of DC-9 Aircraft into an

Airport -

Statement of the Problem:

W]lat will be the change is noise impact with the introduction of DC-9
aircraft into Mythical Airport? The route of the DC-9 will he less than

500 NM. ._

Given: _'

i. It is proposed to replace the current CV-580 aircraft that serve

Mythical Airport with DC-9 aircraft.

2. Mythical Airport is a small suburban facility with the CV-580
providing the only scheduled service, Most of the other aircraft
operations are piston general avlatien aircraft under 12,500 Ibs°

It is proposed to replace the current 4 flights per day (8 operations)
by the CV-580 with 4 flights (8 operations) of DC-9 aircraft.

Business Jet activity averages approximately 3 flights per day (6

operations).

Total a.nual operations 100,000

Annual DC-9 Operations (365 x 80ps) 2,920

Annual Business Jet Ops (365 x 60ps) 2,190
Annual Gsneral Aviation Piston a/e 94,890

3. Ths general aviation piston aircraft will ,or be considered because
Jet aircraft are the noise critical operation and Jet operations

aumber greater than five percent of total operations.

4. Figure 6 depicts the physical layout of the airport runway, flight
tracks, and two noise sensi=ive areas identified as P and Q. If land
use plans indicate changes in noise sensitive areas, this change should be
added to the assessment. Coordination with land use authorities may also
be pertinent.

5. Fliqht Track Utilization

The morning DC-9 arrival will land using Track 27B and depart on
Track O9A. The remaining DC-9 flights land using Track 09A and
depart on Track 27A. The CV-580 has the same flight track utilization

as the DC-9. The business jets (Learjet) land using Track 09A and depart
on Track 27B. Typical flight tracks are used here which may be an over-
simplification.
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j ¢ = 20,000'

10,000=

d = 8000'

270°M* Track 27B ' Track 09A 090°M

a = a = 2000_

J.

b 19,300' Along Track

225 M *Magnetic HeadTng

FIGURE 6. EXAMPLE: FLIGHT TRACKS AT MYTHICAL AIRPORT



Flight Track Utilization by Time of Day (Annual Average):

Track 27A

Landing Takeoff -
Da_ Evening Nisht Day Evening Night

DC-9 0 0 0 2 0 1
CV-580 0 0 0 2 0 i

Business
Jets 0 0 0 0 0 O :

Track27B

DC-9 1 0 0 0 0 0
CV-580 i 0 0 0 0 0 '_
B_ainess :'

Jets 0 0 0 3 0 0 :

Track 09A

DE-9 2 1 0 i 0 0 "

CV-580 2 1 0 I 0 0
Business

Jets 3 0 0 0 O 0

Calculations: Hethodolo_y for dBA

i. Change in the noise impact at Point Q with the introduction of
DC-9 aircraft to replace CV-580 aircraft.

a. Impact at Q prior to DC-9 introduction.

Aircraft operations considered - Track 09A

CV-580 I takeoff

3 landings

Business

Jets 3 landings

CV-580 Takeoff

DI = d + f (8000' + 7000') = 15,000'

D2 = e 2000'
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Consult ProfileChart (Figure 19) for h

h = i050'

Compute Slant Range Distance S

S = 4(2000) 2 + (1050)2
S - 2249'

Consult Noise Table i0 for dBA value of 6"4-580

Maximum Sound Level = 82 dBA

CV-5B0 Landln8

D 1 = f - 7000'

D 2 = e = 2000'

Consult Profile Chart (Fiqure ii) for landing*

h = 420'

Compute Slant Range Distance S

S = _(2000) 2 + (420)2
S = 2044 I

Consult Noise Table i0 _or dDA value of CV-580

_ximum Sound Level = 72 dBA

* Or calculate approach elevation Bimply
h m (D l + i000) tan 30

= 0.0524 (D 1 + lO00) feet
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Business Jet Landing (Leafier)

DI = f " 7000'

D2 " e = 2000'

Consult Profile Chart (Figure Ii) for LearJet landing profile for h
h " 420 t

Compute Slant Rang_ Distance S

s_ J(2ooo)_+ (42o).'_/
S - 2044' _

Consult Noise Table Ii for dBA value of LearJet. _i

_xlmum Sound Level ffi 77 dDA <

• b. Impact at Q with DC-9 introduction.

Aircraft Operations Considered - Track 09A

DC-9 i takeoff

3 landings

LearJet 3 landings

DC-9 Takeoff

D_ = (d + f) = 15,000'
D2 = e = 2000'

L
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Consult Profile chart (Figure 12) for DC-9 takeoff profile

for altitudemeasure

Rnnge less than 500 NM

h = 1200'

Compute slant range distance S

s = _(1200)2+ (2000)£
S = 2332'

Consult Noise Table4 for dBA value for DC-9 takeoff.

Maximum sound level in dgA for De-9 takeoff at Point Q = 89 dBA

DC-9 Landln8

D1 = f a 7000'

D2 = e = 2000'

Consult Profile Chart (landing profile, Figuro ll) h=420'

Compute S

i, _(420) 2 (2000) 2iP S = +
S = 2044 t

Consult Noise Table 4 for dBA value for DC-9 landing

Maximum sound level in dBA for landing of De-9 = 77 dBA

LearJ et Landin_

77 dBA (from previous caleulatlon)

Summary of Change in Noise Impact of Point q

The introduction of the DC-9 will result in an increase in noise at

point Q. This increase will bQ limited to 3 additional
landlngs (2 during the day and 1 in the evening) and i takeoff.
The sound level of the DC-9 landing will be 77 dBA or equal to that

of the existing Leafier. The sound level of the DC-9 takeoff will

be approximately 89 dBA. This one daily operation will be the most
noise critical. It will be perceived as more than twice as noisy as
the DC-9 or Leafier landings. The appendix of this guidance will

provide information on the impact of noise on people. The DC-9

will be perceived as more noisy than the CV-580 takeoff.
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FIGURE 7

Noise Exposure at Point Q
with Introduction of DO-9

BEFORE Takeoff Landing Landing

(day) (nlght) (evening) ,:

Number Noise Number Noise Number Noise

Operations Level Operations Level Operations Level L

6"4-580 i 82 dBA 2 72 dBA I 72 dBA

Learjet 0 3 77 dBA 0

AFTER Takeoff Landing Landing

(day) (day) (evening)

Number Noise Number Noise Number Noise

Operations Level Operations Level Operations Level

DC-9 1 89 dBA 2 77 dBA i 77 dBA

LearJet 0 3 77 dBA 0

NOTE: If increases in air traffic for the noisier aircraft are projected,

this chart and explanatory text should be expanded to describe the effect
of the increase.
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2. Change in noise impact at point P with the introduction Of DC-9 aircraft
to replace CV-580 aircraft.

a.' Impact at P prior to DC-9 introduction.

Aircraft operations considered - Tracks 27A and 27B

CV-580 3 takeoffs

i landing

Leafier 3 takeoffs

CV-580 Takeoff

DI = g = 19,300'

D2 = b = 3500'

Consult Profile Chart (Figure 19) for h

h = 1400'

:_" Compute Slant Distance S

t

S = _(3500) 2 + (1400) 2

S = 3770 I

' ' Consult Noise Table i0 _or dBA value of CV-580. Maximum Sound
Level = 77 dBA

CV-580 Landln_

DI = 20,000 = 8,000' • 121000'

D2 = 2500'

Consult Profile Chart (Figure 11) - h = 680'

Compute Slant Distance S

4i2 oo>2 88o 2 _j

S= +
i

S = 2590'
!
#

_ Consult Noise Table l0 for dBA value of CV-580 landing

Maximum Sound Level = 70 dBA
m

Lear Jet Takeoff

DI=20,000' !!

D2 = 2500'

Consult Profile Chart (Figure 19) - h = 2500'
i!

!
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Compute Slant Distance S S = _(2500.)2 + (2500) 2
S = 3536'

Consult Noise Table ii for dBA value for takeoff Maximum sound level

= 85 dBA.

b. Impact at P after DC-9 introduction.

Aircraft operations considered - Tracks 27A and 27B '<

DC-9 3 takeoffs

1 landlng

Business
Jet 5 takeoffs

D0-9 Takeof[

D1 " g " 19,300' _:

D2 " b a 3,500 t ,;

Consult Profile Chart(Figure 12) for h

h - 1750'

S = _C1750) 2 + (3500)2

S - 3913 l

Maximum sound level " 81 dBA

Note: The altitude (h.value)is over 1500 feet, However,
we have determined to evaluate the worst case and used

takeoff thrust of 12,000 ibs. (Noise Table 4).

!
,I

t
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FIGURE 8 ,,

Nois_ Exposure at Point P
with Introduction of DC-9

i
BEFORE Takeoff _ 'rakeo£f Landln_

(day) I (night) (day)

Number Noise Number Noise Number Noise
Operations Level 0perntlons Level Operations Level

CV-580 2 77 dBA 1 77 dgA i 70 dBA

Leafier 3 85 dBA 0 0

AFTER Takeoff Takeoff Landing
(day) (night) (day)

Number l Noise Number Noise Number Noise1

Operatlons I Level Operations Level Operations Level

DC-9 2 81 dBA 1 81 dBA 1 74 dBA

LearJet 3 85 dBA 0 0

NOTE: If increases in air traffic for the noisier aircraft are projected,
this chart and explanatory text should be expanded to describe the
effect of the increase.

i,
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DC-9 Landln_

D1=12,000'

D2 = 2,500'

Consult Profile Chart (Figure ii) for h

h = 680'

S = _(680) 2 + (2500) 2-

S = 2590' ',
:%

ConsultNoiseTable4 !

Maximum Sound Level = 74 dBA ,,_'

I Analysis - Impact of the DC-9 on Noise Sensitive Areas P and Q in the
VicinitZ of Mythical Airport

Mythical Airport is located in a suburban location at the outskirt of

a medlum-size city. Noise sensitive areas P and Q are suburban

residential neighborhoods of medium income famlli_s, There has been

only an occasional noise complaint from these eelghborhc=de because

of aircraft operations from the airport. The ambient noise level for

these neighborhoods is estimated at between 40 and 60 dBA (Figure 5).

Table 1 indieate_ that a 40 to 60 dBA sound level is relatively gulet

and acceptable to most people.

Prior to the introduction of the DC-9. the LearJe_ operations represent
the noisiest operation at /,[ythical Airport. The three daily :_

landings cause a maximum sound level at noise-sensitive area Q of

approximately77 dBA (outdoor). ii

The three daily Learjet takeoffs cause a maximum sound level at

noise-sensitlve area P of 85 dgA. Table 1 indicates that this i

sound level is loud to most people and is approximately equal to

the sound level a person would experience standing 50 feet from

a diesel truck traveling 40 mph. However, this sound level occurs i

only three tlmesn day, and lasts only a few seconds for each aircraft :

event (Figure 4). Finally, depending upon the season of

the year, the houses would reduce _hls maximum sound level to people

indoors by approximately i0 to 20 dB (Table 2). _!

a6 !i



The DC-9 would he the ,lost noise critical operation for noise-
sensitive area Q. Tile DC-@ takeoffs would be perceived as more

noisy than tileCV-580 takeoff. At area Q, the single daily DC-9
takeoff would have a maximum sound level of 89 dBA (outdoors).

Table 1 indicates that most people would JudKe this sound level as

loud, |low,vet. thls sound level would occur only once during a day
for only a few seconds in duration. The maximum sound level experl-
enced indoors by this takeoff would be 70 or 80 dBA deDendin_ on the
season of the year (Table 2). Table 3 indicates that communication

between two people would be difficult outdoors during the few
seconds when the maxim_im sound level occurs. People indoors
with a i0 to 20 dBA reduction of this maximum sound level would be
able to communicate with a raised voice if the distance between talker

and listener did not exceed 5 or 10 feet. At distances greater.

_[ people would find communication difflc111t and would be required toshout.

At area P, the DC-9 nighttime takeoff would be the most noise crltieal

operation with a maximum sound level of approximately 81 dBA. Table i
indicates that this sound level would be moderately loud for most

people. The night takeoff would he more critical than the daytime
takeoff of the same sound level because people usually Judge noises

to he more annoying at night as compared to the daytime hours, One

reason for this is the fact that the ambient level of the neighborhood

would be lower at night as compared to the daytime hours. The greater
difference between the ambient sound level at night and the maximum
sound level of the DC-9 takeoff would make the night takeoff more

noticeable as compared to the daytime takeoff. Note that the Learjet

takeoff has as high a noise loyal as the DC-9 (85 dBA vs. 81 dBA).
However, it may be difficult for most peoplm to distinguish which

aircraft is mere noisy.

Conclusions:

The DC-9 will he the most noise critical operation at Mythical Airport.

However, the small number of daily flights(four flights per day) should
not alter significantly the noise environment in the residential

neighborhoods P and Q. The most noise critical operations will be the
morning DC-9 takeoff past nolse-sensltlve area Q and the night DC-9

, takeoff past noise sensitive area P.

The mornin_ DC-9 takeoff past point q will be perceived by most
, people as more noisy than the sxistin_ CV-580 takeoff. This morning

DC-9 takeoff will be a notlcesble change for most people. The DC-9

operations past point P will be perceived as noisy as the existing Lear-
Jet operations. The nighttime DC-9 takeoff will he the most noise
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critical operation, because of Sleep or TV interference, at a time
when ambient noise levels are about i0 dB lower than in daytime.

i Finally, the number of jet operations will more than double with

the introduction of the DC-9 (6 Leafier plus 8 DC-9 operations per
day). This may prove to be an irritation to some people.
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i CASE STUDY - AIR TRAFFIC , :

:i
Establishment of a New Jet Departure Flight Track -

[:

Statement of the Problem: :_
!;

What will be the change in noise impact at an identified nolse-sensltlve

area with the establishment of a new Jet departure flight track and _!
the shifting of all departing Jet traffic to the new flight track
from an existing flight track? i

Given:

1. It is proposed to establish a new Jet departure flight track (B) at

Golden State Municipal Airport. See Figure 9. It is also proposed
to shift all Jet departures from flight track (A) to the new flight
track (s).

2. The land parcel identified in Figure 9 is a noise-sensltlve urban
neighborhood consisting of medium income families. Golden State

Municipal Airport is a medium size air carrier airport,

3. Jet aircraft make up 20 percent of total airport operations and
therefore general aviation piston operations will not be considered.

4. Landing operations will not he considered because Jet takeoffs are
the nolse-crltical operation. 90 percent of all Jet departures

(annual average) currently use flight track (A). Less than i0
percent of all landing operations (annual average) occur on flight
track (C).

5. Aircraft types considered and average daily departures on flight
track (A) by time of day.

Aircraft Ran6e Day Evenin_ NiBht Total

707-120B (1500 NM) 1 1 2

727-200 (700 NM) 24 3 3 30

DC-9-30 (450 NM) 6 1 2 9

i LearJ et 4 1 5
! 46

Day (7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.)

Evening(7:00p,m. - i0:00 p.m.)
Night (i0:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m.)
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FLIGHT PATH (B)

FLIGHT PATH (A) .._.,c._'

i :

1 / I I_,"

_"_ 4" _CK (a

AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT TRACKS ON GROUND

FIGURE 9. NEW FLIGHT TRACK FOR TAKEOFF
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6. Flight track (A) D 1 _ 16,000 feet D 2 = l,O00 feet

Flight tract (B) D 1 _ 12,O00 feet D 2 = 3,000 feet

There has been a long history of noise complaints from the land parcel

shown in Figure 9. In fact, the primary reason for this proposed action

is noise complaints.

Planned changes in land use should also be considered in assessing the

effort on noise sensitive areas. Coordination with land use authorities

may also be pertinent.

Calculations:

i. Maximum Sound Level in dBA at the land parcel with jet aircraft using

_I flight track (A).

D I for all aircraft on flight track (A) = 16,000 feet

D 2 for all aircraft on flight track (A) = 1,080 feet

Consult Profile Charts for altitude h:

707-1208 h = 1200' (Figure 15)

727-200 h = 975' (Figure 14)

DC-9-30 h = 1360' (Figure 12)

_ Learjet h = 1800' (Figure 18)

Calculate slant range distance s:

707-120B - S =. J'1200)_ 2 '_ (i000) Z = 1562'

727-200 - S = %_ (975)_ '÷ (100O) Z = 1397'

DC-9-30 - S = _/(1360) i + (1000) z = 1688'

Leafier - S = %_(1800)2 _ (100O) z = 2059'

r
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Consult Noise Tables for dBA value.

Maximum Sound Level

707-120B = 99 dBA (conservative calculation) (Table 7)
727-200 = 9B dBA (Table 6)

DC-9-_O = 93 dBA (Table 4)

Learjet - 92 dBA (Table ii)

i!

Therefore, the current most nolse-crltical operation for the land i

parcel under consideration are the two 707-120B departures each day. :i
However, the 727-200 departures will be perceived as almos_ equally

as nolsy, while the Learje_ and the DC-9 may be perceived as
less noisy. _

2. Maximum Sound Level in dBA at the Land Parcel wit_ aircraft using
flight track (B)

D1 = 12,000 feet

D2 = 3,000 fret

Consult Profile Chart for altitude h

707-120B = 700'

727-200 = 500'

DC-9-30 = 850 I

Leafier = 1150'

Calculate slan_ range distance S

707-120B-so J(700)2+ (_000)2=_os1,

727-100 - S = J(500) 2 + (3000) 2 = 3041'

DC-9-30 - S = ----4<850)2 + (3000) 2 = 3118'

LoarJet-s .4(115o>2_ + <3ooo>2 ° 3213'

f
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FIGURE i0

IMPACT OF ESTABLISHMENT OF

NEW JET DEPARTURE FLIGHT TRACK

Before After

B-707 99 dBA 90 dBA

_-727 98 dBA 89 dBA

DC-9 93 dBA 85 dBA

Lear_st 92 dDA 87 dBA

NOTE: If increases in air traffic for the noisier aircraft are

projected, this chart and osplanatory text should be
expanded to describe the effect of the increase.

"o
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Consult Noise Table for dBA value
Maximum Sound Level

707-120 90 dBA

727-100 89 dBA
DC-9-30 = 85 dBA

Leafier = 87 dgA

Analysis - Impact of the Establishment of a New Jet Departure Fli_hE Track

The establishment of fllght track (B) and the shift of all jet departures

from flight track (A) to (B) will result in a reduction of 5 to 9 dBA
i for jet aircraft. This will be perceived as a reduction of noise at the

land parcel by approximately one-half.

1 The ambient noise level at the noJse sensitive land parcel is estimated at
between 52-77 dgA (Figure 5, line F). Table i indicates that this sound J
level ranges from quiet to moderately loud. The low range (below 50 dBA)
would most likely occur at night and the moderately loud sound level during
the day.

Prior to the establishment of the new departure flight track, the noise

' sensitive land parcel was exposed to numerous aircraft events each day with
a maximum sound level for departing Jets ranging between 99 dBA had
92 dgA. Table 1 indiczltes that this sound ]eve] is ]oud to vurv

loud and most likely not acceptable to most people. This neighborhood
has had a long history of noise complaints. Even wlth a 10 dg to 20 dg

reduction in sound level provided by a building or house (Table 2), con_uni-
cation indoors would be difficult during the peak of each Jet aircraft event.
Table 3 indicates that a 10 dg reduction of the outdoor 99 dBA maximum

sound level would require people indoors to shout in order to communicate

during those few seconds when the maximum sound level of the aircraft event +

occurs. (89 dBA level in Table 3) i

A crucial factor that adds to the number of noise complaints is the high

volume of Jet departures (46 takeoffs per day). As people are exposed to i
increasing numbers of noisy aircraft events, their annoyance can increase
significantly. The most annoying alrcraft departures are most likely to

be tbe six night departures. During the night, the ambient noise level of
the neighborhood would drop below 50 dgA. These departing Jet aircraft
at night would be percelved as approximately 16 times as noisy as the

neighborhood ambient level (Table l).

+

The establishment of the new Jet departure flight track will result in a
reduction in the maximum sound level at the noise sensitive neighborhood

by 5 dgA to 9 dBA for Jet aircraft. This will be perceived as a reduction
of noise at the noise sonsitlve neighborhood by almost one-half (Table l)
for some aircraft.

J
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Departing Jet aircraft on new flight track (g) will result in a maximum
sound level at the noise sensitive neighborhood ranging from between 90

dBA and 85 dBA. Table i indicates that this will be Judged as loud by most
people. A 20 dB reduction in sound level provided by a building or house will
drop sound levels indoors to approximately that of a television or vacuum

cleaner (Table i - 70 dBA). Communication indoors will be possible during
the peak of Each aircraft event with a raised voice (Table 3 - 69 dgA

interference level). The most annoying aircraft events will most likely remain
those that occur at night when the ambient so0nd level of the neighborhood
drops,

The establishment of the new Jet departure flight track is expected to reduce

to some degree the number of noise complaints. However, this neighborhood
must still be considered as significantly impacted by aircraft noise. It
is expected to continue to be a source of noise complaints. Future changes

in airport layout and operation may provide additional noise relief.

,l
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TABLE 4

NOISE TABLE

DC-9

Maximum A-Weighted Sound Levels

Thrust Lavels
(Pounds Per Ensine )

12000 i0000 6000

Slant

300 iii dBA 108 dBA 105 dBA

• 400 107 104 99

600 103 I00 94

1000 g8 94 87

2000 90 86 77

4000 81 " 76 66

6000 76 71 60

iO,O00 69 64 50

16,000 64 59 45

20,000 60 55 40

Takeoff Thrust

12,000 lb. until 1500 feet altitude
I0,000 lb. above 1500 feet altitude

Landing Thrus_

6000 lbs.

:/

i¸_ _
J



TABLE 5

NOISETABLE _!

B-737 '!
i

Maximum A-Welghted Sound Levels

Th_S_ Levels i

(Pounds Pe_" Engine) _

12000 i0000 4800

Slant
Distance

300 109dBA 106dBA 99 dBA

400 i05 104 93
15

600 lOl lOO s8 i
i000 96 94 82 ':_

, ! 2000 89 86 72

i 4000. 81 78 62

• 6000 76 73 57

i0,000 68 66 50

16,000. 64 59 41

20,000 60 55 36

Takeoff Thrust

12,000 Ibs. until 1,500 fe_t sl_itude

I0,000 ibs. above 1,500 feet altitude ,

• Landing Thrust

4800Ibs. /

i

i

i

!

i 56 ;_
I

.......... ]
;.÷_ ....... ............. ......................... .



TABLE 6

NOISE TABLE

B-727

MaXimum A-W_ighted Sound Levels

• Thrust Levels

' (Pounds Per Engine)

"_ 12000 i0000 6000
" Slant

Distance

300 Ii0 dBA 10E dBA 104 dBA

400 108 106 i01

600 105 i01 96

_ I000 i00 96 89

ii 2000 93 88 79, !

4000 85 80 69

6000 80 75 62

4.

i_ i0,000 73 68 54

'_ 16,000 66 61 4_7

20,000 62 57 42

_- Takeoff Thrust

12jO00 ibs. until 1500 feat altitude

I0,000 lhs. above 1500 feat altltuda

Landlng Thrust

6000 Ibs.

s7 i



TABLE 7

NOISE TABLE

B-707

Maximum A-Weighted Sound Levels

Thrust Levels

(Pounds Per Engine)

14000 11990 3885
Slant

Distance
trap--

300 119 dBk 117 dBk 110 dBA

400 113 112 105

600 110 108 100

1000 104 102 94

2000 95 92 84

4000 86 82 73

6000 80 76 65

i0,000 73 68 55

16,000 65 59 48

20,000 61 55 44

Takeoff Thrust

14,000 Ibs. untll 1800 feet altitude

11,990 _bs. above 1500 feet altitude

Landln 8 ThrueC

3885 Ibs.

58

I r



TABLE 8

NOISE TABLE

DC-8

Maximum A-Welghted Sound Levels

\ Thrust Lovels

(Pounds Per Engine)

15250 11990 3630

Slant

Distance

300 119 dBA 117 dBA 110 dBA

400 113 112 105

600 II0 108 100

i000 104 102 94

2000 95 92 84

4000 86 82 73

6000 80 76 65

i0,000 73 68 55

16,000 65 59 48

I 20,000 61 55 44

,!i

_" Takeoff Thrust

i' 15,250 Ibs. until 1500 feet altitude
11,990 Ibs, above 1500 feet altitude

Landing Thrust

,_ 3630 ibs.

%

, 59



TABLE 9 :_

NOISETABLE _i

DC-IO

Maximum A-Welgh_ed Sound Levels i

_rust Levels ._

(POunds Per Engine)

30800 9200
Slant

Distance

107 dBA 98 dBA iii'_
300

p_

400 i01 91

600 97 86

i000 91 79

2000 82 68

4000 71 57

6000 65 50

i0,000 58 42

Takeoff30800ibs.

Landing 9200 Ibs.

b ¸,

60 i:

J_



TABLE 10

NOISE TABLE

CV-580 and 2-Engine Piston

Y_L_imumA-Waightad Sound Levels

Thrus_ Lave_s

(pound 8 Par Engine)

Slang Takeoff Landin_

"i Distance
(Fast)

300 98 dBA 88 dBA

400 97 86

600 93 83

i000 89 79

" 2000 83 72

4000 76 65

6000 71 59

10,000 65 53

16,000 58 46

20,000 54 62

..... 61

J



TABLE ii

NOISE TABLE

Sabre Liner

M_XJn_,m A-Welghted Sound LQvels

Thrust Levels
(Pounds Per gng£n_)

Slaet Takeoff Landing
_istaDce 5450 865

300 I08 dBA 96 dBA

400 102 90
600 98 86
1000 92 80

2000 83 70
4000 74 58

6000 68 51
i0,000 60 43
16,000 53 36

20,000 48 --
! Lear Jet

: Maximum A-Weighted Sound Levels
I

Thrust Levels

(Pounds Per Engine)

Slant Takeoff Landing
Distance 2500 1050(_'ee=)

300 112 dBA 95 dBA
400 ii0 93

600 106 89
I000 i01 84
2000 92 77

4000 83 69
6000 77 61

i0,000 69 54 I

16+000 61 46 i
20,000 55 -- ,_

*,'

62



TABLE 12

NOISE TABLE

Gulfstream II

Maximum A-Wslghted Sound Levels
{

Thrust Levels

(Pounds Per Engine)

Slant Takeoff Landlng
Dlstsnce 9300 3200
t_ee_)

300 Ii0 dEE 92 dBA

;' 400 i08 90

, 600 105 86

; i000 i01 82

2000 95 75

4000 88 67

6000 83 62

10,000 77 55

16,000 71 47

20,000 66 42

,L

?

i!, 63
r
L



TABLE 13

NOISE TABLE

Cessna 310

Mnxim_/m A-Welghted Sound Levels

Slan_

ista ee Landln_
_{e._9 Takeoff

300 88 dBA 82 dBA ;o

400 84 77 i!
'i

600 81 74 L_

I000 77 69 LI

2000 70 63 !

4000 63 54 i!

i0,000 53 42

i

64
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